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This information is about the usage of cookies on the websites hosted by
or used for content publication for and by Pasarella Photography (Pasarella)
and the affiliated trademark(s) and website(s). Excluded are the platforms
hosted by social media companies as Facebook, Instragram, etc.
1. Websites
The following domain names are used to post content and present the
services of Pasarella and the affiliated partners or services.
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
1.10

www.pasarella.eu, pasarella.eu
www.pasarella.nl, pasarella.nl (redirect to pasarella.eu)
www.pasarella.it, pasarella.it (redirect to pasarella.eu)
www.pasarella.pl, pasarella.pl (redirect to pasarella.eu)
stories.pasarella.eu
www.mysteriousmind, mysteriousmind.nl
www.mesic.nl, mesic.nl, *.mesic.nl
www.atinyglobe.com, atinyglobe.com
www.bettys.shop, bettys.shop
www.kaptiaalzucht.com, kapitaalzucht.com

2. External hosted websites
The domain in paragraph 1.5 is used to host our blog and stories. We use
the services of Medium.com. When visiting stories.pasarella.eu you will
have to agree to the terms and conditions of Medium.com and their Privacy
Policy. The Medium.com platform will place several cookies to monitor and
improve their services. For more information check:
https://medium.com/policy/medium-privacy-policy-f03bf92035c9
https://medium.com/policy/how-we-handle-do-not-track-requests-onmedium-f2b4b4fb7c5e

2. Third parties
On all the websites we host ourself and where we do not use any external
service for content management, we do not use any third parties to track,
follow or place cookies. This applies to the following domain names
mentioned in paragraph 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.6, 1.7, 1.8, 1.9, 1.10.
We believe in a private internet and therefor choose not to use any of those
'free' services to monitor your surfing behaviour.
3. Functional cookies
None of the websites on the domains mentioned in paragraph 1.1, 1.2, 1.3,
1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 1.7, 1.8, 1.9, 1.10, use functional cookies.
4. Statistics cookies
The following websites on the domains mentioned in paragraph 1.1, 1.6,
use cookies to help us improve our services and content delivery. We use
Matemo (a self hosted analytics software) to gather statistical data. All the
data is anonymous and therefor impossible to match your behaviour with
your personal information. We do not want to store any personal data and
have decided to anonymize traceble data and solely record page visits and
information on how long pages were visited. You can use these websites
with cookies usage turned off. The websites will function as normal.
The following cookies will be used
_pk.ses.1.e5c7
current session		
_pk.id.1.e5c7
anonymized id		

30 minutes
1 year

5. Questions
For more information about cookie usage on all websites hosted on the in
paragraph 1 mentioned domains, you can contact us by sending an e-mail
to studio@pasarella.eu.

